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THANK YOU TO OUR NEWSLETTER SPONSOR

TGIF!!!

Oakland A’s purchase land for new
stadium in Las Vegas — a move that

could help SLC land an MLB team

With new stadium situations for the A’s and Rays in the
works, attention could soon turn to expansion, with Salt Lake
City seemingly in competition with Portland for a new team

out West.

Utah investors create sustainable
farming, preserve Hawaiian culture at

Dole plantation site

Five years ago, Fugal, as general partner and majority shareholder, began
assembling what is now known as Pomaika'i Partners — including Utah's
Wadsworth Development and Woodbury Corporation, among others. The
goal was to acquire 1,250 acres of the former Dole plantation in Hawaii —
land that Fugal considers the best located and most beautiful agricultural

land in the world.

Take a photo tour of downtown SLC’s
two newest hotels, restaurants and

luxury apartments

The West Quarter, next to the Utah Jazz arena, will further
bolster a burgeoning nightlife.

Here's how many affordable housing
units Utah will get with latest round of

funding

A recent round of money appropriated by the Legislature will make a
noticeable impact, said David Damschen, president and CEO of Utah

Housing Corporation.

512 acres of Utah Real Estate has
peaked the country's interest!

The season premiere of Skinwalker
Ranch showcases Utah's most famous

remote region!

Did someone say TOPGOLF?

NAIOP UTAH is saddened to
announce the passing of an

industry veteran Ryan Peterson
A life so beautifully lived deserves to be beautifully remembered. 

Ryan Peterson
1972-2023
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